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Random House USA Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Faces of Fear,
John Saul, Fifteen-year-old Alison Shaw may not be beautiful, but she doesn't really care: She'd
much rather read a good book than primp in front of a mirror. But Alison's gorgeous mother, Risa,
knows that beauty can be a key to success and wishes only the best for her daughter-a wish that
may come true after Risa marries widowed plastic surgeon Conrad Dunn. Conrad claims that he
can turn Alison into a vision of loveliness, so the teenager reluctantly agrees to undergo the first
procedure. Then Alison discovers a picture of Conrad's first wife and notes, to her horror, a
resemblance between the image in the photo and the work her stepfather is doing on her. Though,
Risa refuses to acknowledge the strange similarities, Alison digs further into her stepfather's murky
past, uncovers dark secrets and even darker motives-and realizes that her worst fears are fast
becoming reality.
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is fantastic. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. Your life period will probably be transform
when you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Cha nelle Roob-- Cha nelle Roob

These kinds of ebook is the perfect publication o ered. It is among the most incredible publication i have go through. You will not feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Delia  Schoen-- Delia  Schoen
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